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UPTON VILLAGE HALL
ANNUAL REPORT
2012 / 2013
Upton Village Hall operates at virtually full occupancy of its main hall from
September to May except during holiday periods. Occupancy declines during the
summer months allowing for more casual bookings. The meeting room is let
regularly and independently of the main hall without any conflict over facilities.
Over 30 different user groups use the facilities, covering ages from babies to the
elderly, and offering a great range of sporting, leisure, cultural, personal-care and
specialised interests. Major refurbishment started on our 75th anniversary and we
are now in our 85th year with a Hall that delights everyone, readily meeting the
expectations of today’s user-base. We are mindful of potential unexpected costs or
loss of future income but we have a sound Financial Reserves policy and currently
our income exceeds our outgoings. The Hall is excellently managed, maintained and
promoted, building up high esteem within the local community. We are now
accredited to the national quality standard Hallmark level 1 and are ready to
demonstrate that we meet Levels 2 and 3 whenever assessments can be arranged.

User Base, Activities and Special Events
Our large sprung floor is popular with
dancers and line dancing is now
available three times a week as well as
occasional weekend socials. Sequence
dancing has been established for many
years but the Monday afternoon tea
dance has now ceased with the
retirement of Stan Curtis. In March
we welcomed Philippa Wade who
started a Yoga class during Tuesday
lunchtimes. All About W8 was woundup in April but we are hopeful of other
small classes starting up soon in the
Meeting Room. We continue to make
every effort to ensure a diversity of
activities, making the best use of our
two venues.
Indoor Bowls has been with us for
many years and continues to
flourish.
They operate with three
mats and are currently replacing the
oldest with a grant from our local
Council.
They welcome beginners
and run an annual competition for
singles and doubles.
With its good lighting, both the main
hall and the meeting room are used
for art classes in painting.
On a
Wednesday the meeting room has
two sessions, the first for a Stroke
Art class and the second by a group
calling themselves ‘Artful Codgers’.
Diana Wellerman runs the Tuesday
afternoon class in the main hall, as
shown here. She welcomes both beginners and experienced artists.
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This year’s ‘Special Events’ were good and varied once again. Fund raising for the ‘Mirrors &
Barres’ project continued with a dance festival, children’s disco and two concerts. The first
concert was staged by the Travis Academy and featured both traditional classical ballet and a
scene from ‘Matilda the Musical’. The second show was presented by Clint & Nikki, drawing
on the talents of their Thursday
afterschool class.
We staged two Cheshire Rural Touring
Network events, ‘From the Mouths of
Babes’ and ‘The Joint is Jumpin’, as well
as independently inviting the Freerange
Theatre
Company
to
stage
their
production of ‘Spoonface Steinberg’ in
the round. This was possibly the most
moving dramatic production ever staged
in the hall. Local Soul & Blues band
‘Safehouse’ performed on the stage in
November entertaining the crowded floor
of raving dancers.
Christmas was
marked again this year with our
traditional Carol concert with the
Salvation Army band as seen here.

Financial
Over the course of the year we made a surplus of £452. We started the year with a balance
brought forward of £15,751, of which £6,400 was designated for the purchase of new chairs.
The chart below illustrates the incoming and outgoing flows of funds as itemised in this
report. It should be read by starting with the Balance Brought Forward and going up the
INCOMING column and then going across to and down the OUTGOING column, culminating in
the Free Reserves carried forward.
Income from hiring out the Meeting Room totalled £3,562 which was £223 (7%) up on last
year. The Main Hall contributed £24,093 up £1,864 (8%) from the previous year. Ad hoc
Users of the Main Hall at £2,939 were £565 (24%) higher than the last year, due to six bridal
and table top sales and 52 children’s parties. Regular Users brought in £21,154 up by
£1,299. This was largely
due to Line Dancing taking
an
extra
session
on
Thursdays.
Fund
Raising
totalled
£9,628. This consisted of
a grant of £6,438 from
WREN (Waste Recycling
Environmental Ltd) for
half the cost of our new
chairs,
£2,079
from
events to raise funds for
the Mirrors & Barres and
£1,111 from other Village
Hall events.
Caretaking, Cleaning &
Maintenance expenditure
at £9,451 was £1,474
(18%) up on the previous
year with £789 more
needed on maintenance
jobs largely due to repairs
to the car park, and an additional £685 on Caretaking and Cleaning costs following a pay rise
for our caretaker and additional expenditure on floor polishing materials.
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Lighting, Heating and Water charges at £6,267 were up by £764 (14%). £519 of this increase
was due to higher gas usage on account of this year’s long cold winter which followed the
exceptionally warm winter the year before. Electricity was also up by £195 (15%).
Administration and Insurance at £2,901 were up by £252 (10%) on last year. Village halls
are now required to have a PPL licence which, back dated to 1 st January 2012, added £553.
This was partly offset by the first full year of our new, cheaper insurance with Norris & Fisher
that saved £288.
Project expenditure consisted of the installation of the new guttering and downpipes, the
redecoration and protective sheeting in the Meeting Room and some electrical work. The
main purchase was the new chairs at £12,876, followed by the reconditioned dishwasher at
£1,140.
Reserves carried forward at year end totalled £16,203 of which £2,079 is designated for the
Mirrors & Barres. This leaves Free Reserves of £14,124 which should be compared with our
target minimum reserve level of £20,000, which we are budgeted to reach by the end of the
current financial year.

Operations, Maintenance & Enhancements
Monthly health and safety inspections continue, along with the half yearly Risk Assessments,
helping to identify and resolve any potential problems. As a trial, in January 2013, some
users were invited to bring their own electrical equipment to the hall for PAT testing alongside
UVH items. This worked well and will be repeated next year.
There have been four accidents or near misses since the last AGM. One person sustained
cuts to their fingertips while picking up pieces of a broken wine glass by hand. Everyone
must be encouraged to use the dustpan and brush that is readily available.
The freestanding coat rack in the meeting room tipped over onto an occupant. This has been
replaced with a more stable version tethered to the wall. Two slips in the main hall, during
line dancing and badminton, did not result in injury but raised our concern over the floor
surface. Last year we reported that we were optimistic about our new regime for the
maintenance of the main hall floor, and we planned to sand and re-seal it in summer 2013
before rigidly adopting the new maintenance program. We are still experiencing some
problems, and so are holding back on the re-sealing while we trial a more frequent
maintenance strategy.
A pump failure on the dishwasher resulted in our decision to purchase a more recent
refurbished model and retain the old model for spares.
With no major refurbishment work planned for summer 2013, we do not need a prolonged
shutdown. Our electrics are now up to today’s standards, but the upgrades, spread over
several recent years, have been piecemeal. This summer we are getting the entire building’s
electrics tested and certified. We
are not expecting this to identify
any significant problems.
The car park surface is now of a
significant age and has been
maintained over the years with
patching. The surface break-up is
escalating now, so the decision has
been made to suspend patching and
simply brush loose gravel into the
potholes. In either summer 2014 or
2015 we then expect to carry out a
major resurfacing and improvement
to the run-off drainage.
During spring 2013 the sound
system was upgraded, improving
the sound quality, the system
robustness and the versatility. The
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amplifier and mixer control at the back of the hall are now permanently linked to the stage.
To ensure that users make the best of the system, trustee Sandra Clarke has been fully
trained in its use for public address and for recorded music. With the added opportunity of
using a cabled microphone, Sandra is available to show
users how to best meet their needs.
With the arrival of the new chairs in autumn 2012 the hall
now meets the expectations of most users. The only
additional facility requested by some of our dance-based
users is for dance mirrors &
£80 from Upton’s Spa shop
barres.
Over the past 12
months several fund-raising
events have been held and
£165 from Clint & Nikki’s May concert with
donations gifted.
This has
Tesco’s raffle
fully funded the cost of the
mirrors & barres from the
£364 from Travis Academy Xmas 2012 Recital
supplier. In July we will be
preparing the section of wall
where the mirrors will then be
£83 from Aurora’s Delicious Delights
installed in late August,
clearing various utilities and
installing a curtain to cover
£320 from Travis Academy Family Disc
the mirrors when not in use.
These closed curtains should
£1312 from Jubilee Dance Festival
also provide a good backdrop
for our portable staging as
sited in some of our cabarets and shows.
The Trustees have recognised the usefulness of the checklists that underpin the national
accreditation system ‘Hallmark’. While we believe that our hall is well managed, nevertheless
we have identified several issues such as ‘registers of equipment’ and ‘schedules of tasks’ that
sharpen up the management process. Hallmark 3 challenges the way we integrate with the
wider community and hence we have been addressing this point while mindful that we must
not raise expectations that cannot be fulfilled. We are planning open evenings and increasing
our promotions. Any ideas would be welcomed.

Board of Trustees & Employees
The Board comprises Phil Pearn, Phil O’Neill, Norman Draper, Liz Case, Jill Smith, Geoff
Newton, Nancy Turton, Sandra Clarke and our caretaker Jane Jones. Succession planning is a
key concern and we are seeking to ensure that the Board has all the necessary skills for the
long-term. During this last 12 month period, the Board of Trustees met formerly on five
occasions, 10th July 2012 (the last AGM), 5th September 2012, 12th November 2012, 6th
February 2013 and 5th June 2013.
Our caretaker, Jane Jones, is employed by the Board and contracted for approximately 10-12
hours per week. These hours have been increased recently due to increased demand from
private children’s parties and our new floor care arrangements. Although the hall is kept
clean to a very acceptable standard, nevertheless many of the changeovers between user
groups have to be carried out without a clean through by Jane. We encourage our users to
leave the hall in the state they find it and we are now maintaining brooms and the vacuum
cleaner in a more reliable state. Our Maintenance Manager, Norman Draper, is paid a modest
retainer since he is viewed as ‘on-call’ and is occasionally called out to remedy urgent
problems. The effort put in by other trustees is both extensive and unpaid but everyone is
very committed and team spirit is high.
Finally – the website is frequently updated with all the latest information, but any
suggestions for enhancements are very welcome on uptonvh@hotmail.co.uk

Video clips can now be viewed on YouTube by searching on ‘Upton Village Hall’. User Groups are invited
to submit clips provided copyright issues have been satisfied.
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